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Oxford Castle:
H M The Queen formally opened Oxford castle and jail in May, a
complex that has been transformed into a luxury hotel, restaurants and
an art gallery. The eleventh century Oxford Castle site includes St
George's Tower and the Castle Mound, which are some of the oldest
structures in the city. The final part of the redevelopment - the heritage
and education centre, and the mandatory cafe - will be completed later
this month (July). The Malmaison hotel chain has spent £20 million on
turning the prison at the centre of the site into a hotel. It has not been
used as a prison since the 1990s. The website that promotes the castle
is found at: www.oxfordcastleunlocked.co.uk and states the following:
“Visit St George’s Tower and embark on a historical journey spanning
the 10th to 16th centuries. Thought to date back to Saxon times, the
Tower is a striking survival from the Castle’s heyday. Find out about
the events which shaped its history, from Empress Matilda’s famous
escape across the frozen Thames to the ‘curse’ of the Black Assize, and
climb the 101 steps to the top, where breathtaking views of the city
await. Below ground the Crypt of St George’s Chapel, with its beautiful
Romanesque columns, has yet more secrets to reveal with historian
Geoffrey of Monmouth its most celebrated character. Oxford Castle

was a classic motte and bailey castle and the Mound, or motte, still
stands today. Climb the winding path to the top where the wooden keep
used to stand over the town and the 13th century vaulted Well
Chamber which still remains inside”.
It is early days, but for the castellologist the castle experience is currently hampered by the fact that entrance is by timed ticket
that may mean a half-hour or so delay before one can be taken on a
conducted tour (mandatory). The tour (at least one hour) spends most
of the time looking at the history of the prison and its most celebrated
inmates. The final ten minutes is given to the castle with exclusive
reference to the Saxon tower about which the tour guides are poorly
informed. Access to the top of the tower is via the single original
(Norman) circular stair turret in small groups and time at the top is
strictly limited. Circulation needs to be improved and this could be
achieved by descending and exiting the tower via an alternate route for example by a wooden staircase from floor to floor within the body
of the tower. At £6.95 one is left with a distinct feeling of being
shortchanged. Oddly, because the new all glass ticket office is at the
far end of the yard adjacent to the tower (photo bottom left), access to
the crypt and the motte top chamber, halfway down the yard appeared
to be unregulated.
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Today’s view of the south entrance to Kenilworth Castle, from the Bray’s car park, which has just been resurfaced. The photograph was taken in April just before final work on the ticket
office had been completed.

English Heritage has completed an environmental revamp at
Kenilworth Castle aiming to remove eyesore buildings and
show off the surrounding countryside.
The old south ticket office has been demolished giving a better view
for visitors passing through the ruins of Mortimer's Tower. It means
people now enjoy the same unimpeded castle view that greeted Queen
Elizabeth I on her visit in 1575.
Tim Greensmith of Richard Griffiths Architects said: "With the visitor
centre we have tried to create an environmentally sympathetic structure."
He said the intention was to position it so visitors could gain
an impression of the former Gallery Tower of which only a single
ruined wall remains. The removal of the prefabricated 1950’s structure
also opens up a view of the surrounding countryside, which was once
flooded to create a defensive mere.
The new ticket office and shop on the Brays approach,
designed by Richard Griffiths Architects, is made of green oak protected by a layer of oil, which in time will allow the oak to turn silver. The
copper lantern roof, which has already oxidized to become a reddish
brown, will eventually turn to green. Insulation and under floor
heating aim to ensure the visitor centre will be warm and inviting
throughout the winter.
The ticket office/shop/Visitor’s Centre was not without controversy. Members of the local Kenilworth community, including the
Kenilworth Society, The Kenilworth History and Archaeology Society,
local residents and historians objected to the siting of the new Visitor
Centre building (shown above). Opponents had likened the building's
design to a 'chicken shed', with Lord Kenilworth among those objecting to the proposals, feeling that they would seriously detract from the
finest view of the castle along the tiltyard towards the entrance.
Warwick District Council members eventually voted in favour of the
scheme. See also page 5.

£4.75m lottery bid for Taunton castle and museum.
Somerset County Council plans to seek a £4.75m grant from the
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) to restore Taunton Castle and the museum
it houses. The council is holding an online consultation to ask what
changes people want to see at the museum.
The Museum of Somerset project aims to "create a first-class twentyfirst century museum that will tell the whole history of Somerset for the
first time".The bid is to be submitted to the HLF in September. Tom
Mayberry, Head of Heritage Services, said: "We hope to create a
welcoming and vibrant visitor attraction that residents and visitors
know about and want to visit."
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JS2. Bryn-ffanigl Uchaf (2) taken from the bottom end of the triangular platform looking back up at the motte.

A new motte found at Bryn-ffanigl Uchaf (2) OS 116 SH923745
The Bryn-ffanigl Uchaf Earthwork (1) is listed under Denbighshire,
Wales. John and Vicky Street visited this site earlier this year and due
to some poor map reading in bad weather ended up on the wrong side
of the road in a farm field above the road. The field was on a hill and
at the highest point they stumbled upon what appeared to be a motte
and bailey earthwork.
John commented: “The site is north of the road, which
passes almost underneath the earthwork. I struggled to find the OS
marked earthwork to the south of the road and instinctively looked for
the highest ground, which led me up the private road to the farm and
after about 15 metres I turned sharp right and climbed up. It wasn't
until I compared my photos to those on the Castles of Wales website
that I realised I'd got the wrong site, but what I find strange is that
such a prominent earthwork had been overlooked. I didn't see the
landowner and therefore wasn't able to quiz him about it”.
They photographed the site and forwarded these to John
Northall who had written about Bryn-ffanigl Uchaf (1) on the Castles of
Wales website and also to the Clwyd & Powys Archaeological Trust.
The feedback received confirmed that this is another castle site in very
close proximity to the other earthwork. Photograph JS1 is taken
looking west from the summit of the motte with the road immediately
below on the left. The site commands strong westerly views. You can
clearly see the triangular platform that extends from the motte and
from the tip of the triangle extending to the right (about halfway down
the photo on the right) is another weaker platform (outer bailey??)
which continues round in a semi circular fashion rejoining the motte at
its opposite end. At the bottom of the photo on the right and just out
of shot is the farm.

JS1 Bryn-ffanigl Uchaf (2) looking west from the summit of the motte

JS2 is almost the reverse shot taken from the bottom end
of the triangular platform looking back up at the motte, whilst JS3 is
a side view of the motte. JS4 (not shown) is another shot from the
motte, but this time looking east. In the immediate foreground is another larger platform (inner bailey??) and you can see that although
not overlooked the site has a less commanding position.
JS3. Bryn-ffanigl Uchaf (2) a side view of the motte.
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Lost Tudor Chapel found at Greenwich.
Archaeologists have uncovered the remains of a lost Tudor chapel at
Greenwich. The chapel originally built by Henry VII, was used as a
place of worship by the monarch and his successors from Henry VIII
to Elizabeth I. The chapel, originally part of the Tudor Royal Palace of
Placentia (‘pleasant place to live’) was one of the favoured palaces of
the Tudor monarchs. Placentia did not survive the seventeenth
century, as it was demolished to make way for the Greenwhich
Hospital. The site is now the location of the Old Naval College. Although
the chapel had long been lost, its existence was known of from
paintings and records.
The site was discovered in January 2006, when a
bulldozer’s bucket struck some brickwork - the first physical evidence
of the chapel. A team of four archaeologists from the Museum of
London have so far managed to uncover the chapel’s eastern walls, a
section of geometrically tiled black and white floor (10ft by 5ft) under
which lies an unexplored vault. The team has also uncovered the
foundations and fireplaces of the vestry, east of the chapel. The section
of floor is almost certainly the ground upon which the altar was placed
and also where the Tudor monarchs would have prayed. It is also
possible that it is the spot where Henry VIII married two of his wives
(Catherine of Aragon and Anne of Cleves); although some historians
claim the weddings may have taken place in the private quarters of the
Palace of Placentia.
Simon Thurley, the chief executive of English Heritage and
the author of a study of Tudor palaces said of the discovery: "This is
an astonishing survival." He continued: "For the first time ever we can
see close up and in detail the east end of a Tudor royal chapel. Unlike
Hampton Court and St James's Palace, where the chapels have been
altered, here we can see what Henry VIII and Queen Elizabeth would
have seen. These have the potential to throw fresh light on the inner
workings of the Tudor court."
Historian Dr David Starkey also spoke of the discovery,
saying: "This gives us a real sense of the absolute heart of the
palace….. When Henry was married to Catherine of Aragon and Anne
of Cleves in the first-floor closet, what he saw through the window was
the tiled floor and altar that have now been revealed." The Museum of
London’s senior archaeologist claimed: "This is the most important find
I’ve made in the past 10 years."
Little is known of Placentia Palace by comparison to other
Tudor Palaces in London. It was formerly a manor called Bellacourt,
and it was Henry VI who upon receiving it named it Placentia (or
L’Pleazaunce) because of its pleasant situation. [The Palace of Placentia was an English Royal Palace built by Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester
in 1428]. Henry VIII clearly agreed with his father about the palace
being ‘a pleasant place to live’ for it was his favourite residence during
the early half of his reign, and his two daughters, the future queens
Mary and Elizabeth were born there.

Kenilworth Castle
English Heritage recently unveiled the spectacular results of a major two year
£2.5m investment project at Kenilworth Castle in Warwickshire, one of the
largest and finest castle ruins in England.
At the heart of the restoration project lies the stunning transformation of Leicester’s Gatehouse, built between 1570 and 1575 by Robert Dudley,

Earl of Leicester. The ground and first floors of the Gatehouse are dedicated to
how it would have been in the 1930s, the last time the building was inhabited
as a home by the Hames family. The beautifully restored interiors of the
Gatehouse now offer visitors the opportunity to explore a suite of fully furnished historic rooms.
The fascinating relationship between Kenilworth and Elizabeth l is
explored and brought to life on the top floor of the Gatehouse through a new
exhibition, Queen and Castle: Robert Dudley’s Kenilworth. Highlights include
the display of fine portraits of Elizabeth and Dudley, an impressive tapestry
featuring the Earl of Leicester’s coat of arms, and most revealingly, correspondence between the two including Dudley’s last letter to Elizabeth which
she was known to have kept in a casket by her bed until her death. The new
displays in the Gatehouse were made possible thanks to the support of the
Wolfson Foundation, and by donations and bequests from the public.
The Gatehouse has also enjoyed careful but complex conservation
of its sandstone exterior and has opened its doors to a new dedicated, selfcontained learning base for school and community groups. Two of the finest
rooms on the ground floor will also be available for civil weddings and private
hire.
In the carefully restored Stables, built by John Dudley (Robert
Dudley’s father), a new exhibition, The Castle and its People explores the
castle’s entire history and the influential personalities who guided its development, including John of Gaunt, Simon de Montfort and King John. The exhibition
will feature interactive exhibits, including a movable model of Leicester’s
building, and for the first time, objects from the Kenilworth masonry collection
will be displayed to the public.
Integral to the project is the recent opening of a new ticket office
and shop near the Brays approach to the site. Designed by conservation
architect Richard Griffiths, high quality, environmentally sympathetic materials
have been used to create a wooden building, strategically positioned to recapture some of the glory of the former Gallery Tower of which only a single ruined
wall remains.
Visitors to the site will now also be greeted by spectacular views of
the Warwickshire countryside previously obscured by unsightly modern buildings. The demolition of the south ticket office now allows visitors to pass
through the ruins of Mortimer’s Tower to enjoy the dramatic view of the castle
that would have greeted Elizabeth l on her visit in 1575. Simon Thurley, Chief
Executive of English Heritage said: 'Kenilworth Castle is one of the most
important and breathtaking ruined castles in England. Its flamboyant history is
full of drama and excitement. Now, for the first time in over 30 years visitors
can explore Leicester’s magnificent Gatehouse created for the famous visit of
Elizabeth l. And this is not the end! We are extremely excited about the near
completion of the archaeological excavation of the garden, originally created
for Elizabeth l’s visit in 1575, and from next year visitors will be able to enjoy
the sights and scents of a faithfully re-created Elizabethan Garden here at
Kenilworth.
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Dunster Castle
WORK has started to erect scaffolding around Dunster's dramatic
hilltop castle to enable a £400,000 re-roofing project to be carried
out. The scaffolding will cover part of the west and east fronts and
arch over the whole building to encompass the roof.
Visitors with a head for heights will get the chance to ascend to the
roof to watch the work from walkways as the roof is peeled back and,
at a later point, as the lead work is carried out to create a new roof.
William Wake, National Trust Property Manager for Dunster Castle,
said: "The Castle has suffered with roof leaks for many years and, like
any building in this position, its contents and fabric are threatened by
the water entry. "This includes the leather hangings in the Leather
Gallery and King Charles Bedroom."
He added: "The project will involve removing one third of the lead roof
to find out if the roof requires redesigning before a new lead roof is
installed." He said the rooms directly under the roof would be protected. The leather hangings would be covered and the King Charles
Room emptied.
A new exhibition in the Leather Gallery will explain the work and offer
visitors more detail on the history of the covered hangings, as well as
the history of the King Charles Room. Four rooms, including the
Billiard Room, Justice Room, Library and Drawing Room, will be
presented with an evening feel as part of the project with appropriate
lighting and curtains drawn to give a good impression of how the
rooms were used in the past.
The castle dates back 1000 years, but it was remodelled in
the nineteenth century with the addition of crenellations on the roof
line. Mr Wake said it was possible the later additions were the cause
of the roof leaks. The project is scheduled to take 12 months, will cost
around £400,000 and is being jointly financed by English Heritage and
the National Trust. The castle will be open to visitors as normal
throughout the works.

Safety fears close Corfe Castle's keep.
Corfe castle in Dorset has been partially closed because of fears some
of the structure is crumbling and could pose a safety risk to climbing
youngsters. The upper section of the medieval Corfe Castle has been
fenced off.
The castle, in the Isle of Purbeck, was slighted during the Civil War
and most of the ruined structure has remained unchanged since the
seventeenth century. The National Trust, which runs the castle, said
it had recently found some evidence of crumbling masonry. It said the
upper area, which contains the keep, would be closed but the rest of
the castle, including the Outer Bailey and West Bailey, would remain
open to visitors.
The crumbling has been caused by water freezing and
expanding inside the more exposed parts of masonry that are scattered around the keep. A decision to carry out any remedial work will
be taken once English Heritage has inspected the site.

Pippa Russell, visitor and enterprises manager for Corfe
Castle, said: "The safety of our visitors is of paramount importance
to us and must determine our course of action when faced by a
potentially dangerous situation.
"The ravages of time may be having a temporary effect on part of
the castle, but we are not anticipating any reduction in the huge
appeal of Corfe, especially to families, during the Easter holidays."
Corfe Castle was built in the eleventh century replacing a wooden
defensive structure that had been built on the site as early as the
ninth century.

Ruthin Castle, famous for its medieval banquets and wedding
receptions, has announced plans to upgrade its facilities to ‘platinum
business class’. The work will include a partial refurbishment of the
Prince of Wales dining room, Peacock Suite, principal ground-floor
corridors and many of the hotel bedrooms. It will also involve
general improvements for the disabled, driveway upgrades and
improvements to parking and gardens, including the installation of
CCTV. The work is the second stage of the refurbishment being
undertaken by the new owners and follows the creation of a suite of
conference rooms, a small leisure suite and general improvements
to other public rooms costing more than £320,000. The development, along with the growing number of tourist attractions being
opened, will help raise Ruthin’s profile in tourism. The hotel’s new
owners, Anthony and Amanda Saint Claire, of Countrypark Hotels
Ltd, have had considerable experience of raising performance and
revenues of other hotels.
The couple’s current development phase received grant of £158,511 from the former Wales Tourist Board
towards the cost of over £820,000. Mr Saint Claire said: The
development of the Ruthin Castle Hotel will “turn the hotel into a
destination in its own right.” Andrew Davies, Welsh Assembly
Government Minister for Enterprise, Innovation and Networks, said:
“A more successful Ruthin Castle will bring a much-needed boost to
the Ruthin area as a profitable all-year-round tourist facility and the
creation of 17 skilled and non-skilled jobs is a valuable additional
contribution to the local economy.” The thirteenth century hotel has
further refurbishment plans which include upgrades to the remaining
bedrooms and the conversion of the basement and lower ground
floor into a top-of-the-range leisure facility and spa, planning for
which has already begun.
£34,800 has been offered by Cadw to repair and restore
the medieval suite of the castle at Ruthin Castle Hotel. The works
include repairs to external steps, rebuilding of sandstone castellations, reroofing and repointing to the stonework of the roof, replacement of sandstone copings to several areas, repointing to external
areas, stonework repairs to the first floor kitchen window and
preservation of the timber structure of the roof of the central block.
The castle is noted for its impressiveness on Ruthin’s skyline and for
the special interest of the High Victorian interiors which are also
amongst the earliest domestic work in which the renowned architect
and designer, William Burges, is known to have been involved.
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Whittington Castle - The Gatehouse under scaffolding.

Image by courtesy of and © Cedric Caw-

Progess at Whittington Castle
Refurbishment work is progressing well on Whittington Castle. Scaffolding has adorned the front of the castle since November last year as
local company Galliers began the refit, which focuses on the gatehouse
and Grade I listed cottage.
When completed, the £1.5 million project will enjoy improved
facilities for conferences and educational needs, as well as offering
better interpretation of its history and heritage, which is sure to attract
a healthy number of tourists to the village. “Inevitably we won’t be able
to run events and open the castle and tea rooms as before, but we have
got to speculate to accumulate and we have got to complete the
renovation work to re-open for visitors and villagers alike,” Preservation
Trust chairman, Colin Robinson said, “the quality of interpretation will
be taken to a completely new level.” With the peeling back of hundreds
of years of renovations and ‘improvements’, the hidden history of
Whittington Castle has begun to reveal itself. The repair and consolidation of the castle and Grade I listed cottage is around two-thirds of the
way to completion (April) and there had been a few surprises unearthed
along the way. “I’m actually overwhelmed at what has been done. It is
clear to me that the condition of the building was in a far worse state
than we ever imagined,” he said, adding that rather than paying most
attention to certain areas, the whole castle was getting a total makeover.
Despite very little of the actual work being visible from the
front at present, with scaffolding masking the gatehouse, Colin said the
interior of the building had thrown up some interesting architectural
surprises. “The castle has been stripped right back to its original
structure, we have taken away all the render and plaster that has been
splattered on over many years, and we have found evidence of medieval fireplaces and a well in one of the towers which we didn’t know was
there.” It has also become apparent that the cottage, which has stood
on the site for more than 400 years, was actually put together incorrectly, having been built elsewhere and moved to its current location.
“It doesn’t look like the original cottage structure was built there, but
the timber was re-erected there from somewhere else on the site. The
experts are amazed that the cottage, which was built in the 17th
century, in particular, is still standing.” Once the refit has been completed, the castle will offer an ‘improved visitor experience’ to thousands of

tvisitor with better interpretation of the history and heritage of the
site. And with the history taken care of, Colin said the future was now
also assured.
“When you are involved with a project like this, and you
talk about £1.5 million being spent, you sometimes wonder if you are
getting value for money, but I’m no longer in any doubt that we are
getting tremendous value for money – we have got a repaired, safe,
sustainable, viable, future-proof building.” Sula Rayska, the Project
Organiser, said that the castle would soon be able to cater for the
hundreds of school children who visit annually, with computers,
education rooms and information boards introduced courtesy of a
£5,000 grant from the Walker Trust, while ceremonies like civil
weddings would also be feasible, providing an added source of
income. “The Trust is non-profit making so the main hope and
objective is to raise enough money for the castle of the future.” With
work expected to be finished by late August, Sula said volunteers
were being sought to help with the landscaping of the site as well as
serving in the new tea rooms and acting as guides for the castle. In
a recent site visit, John Kenyon reports that it is hoped to re-open the
castle fully in the autumn, although you can get up the enclosed
motte - the masonry castle keep area - still. It is planned to link the
outer gatehouse range and the inner bailey with a large wooden
bridge, and to extend the moat with water under the bridge. See over
the page for the latest proposals. For more information visit
www.btinternet.com/~whittington.castle.
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A well was recently found in one of
the gate-towers to
the surprise of the
archaeologists,
who also found
evidence of medieval
fireplaces
once the render
and plaster had
been removed.
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Clitheroe Castle - the Keep.

Image courtesy and © of Paul Adams

Clitheroe Castle's £2 million HLF Windfall.
Ribble Valley Borough Council leaders and community campaigners
were today jubilant as they prepared to move the appeal for the
outstanding £700,000 into top gear. The money is the biggest Lottery
windfall Clitheroe has ever seen and will mark the start of the biggest
heritage restoration project in the town's history. The sum of £159,500
will be released immediately, with the rest to follow subject to further
details and planning. The ambitious scheme will position the Castle and
museum as a central part of the town's identity and leisure experience.
It will become an all-weather attraction with the capacity to attract
17,000 visitors a year. To achieve this a huge glass atrium will link the
museum and the North West Sound Archives. It will connect on two
levels with a lift, facilities for the disabled, café, exhibition space and
interactive display facilities. A new education suite will be developed in
the stable block. The museum will undergo major restoration and
internal modernisation in a bid to develop a reputation as a quality
visitor attraction with a strong link in the education and specialist
interests sectors. Further work will ensure the Castle Keep, built in
1186, is structurally sound.
The Heritage Lottery Fund's regional manager, Tony Jones,
said: "This project offers Clitheroe Castle a secure future. The scheme
aims to totally rejuvenate the castle as a modern interactive museum,
as well as conserving an important historic building”. Robert Thompson, chairman of Ribble Valley Borough Council's Community Committee, described the announcement as "fantastic news". He said: "This
scheme will create a first-class facility for Clitheroe and we are looking
forward to taking this project forward with our partners and the
community. We are absolutely delighted."
‘Clitheroe the Future’, on behalf of the North West Development Agency, is poised to put a further £250,000 into the pot following
today's announcement and it is hoped to attract additional funding from
key organisations. Planning and listed building applications will be
lodged in 2006. The £3 million scheme to transform Clitheroe Castle
into a premier all-weather visitor attraction is beginning to move
forward.

Council leaders and campaigners are gearing themselves
up to raise the £700,000 shortfall needed for match funding in the
next 12 months. Mr John Heap, Ribble Valley Borough Council's
community services director, is determined to raise the outstanding
sum. "There is a lot of confidence between us that we will hit the
target," he commented. "We think this is the right way forward that
the prime attraction in Clitheroe is well preserved and enhanced for
future generations. The ambitious scheme is the biggest heritage
restoration project in Clitheroe's history and will include a huge glass
atrium, which will link the museum and the North West Sound
Archives. It will connect on two levels with a lift, facilities for the
disabled, café, more exhibition space, interactive display facilities
and an education suite. However, the £2 million grant is dependent
on the shortfall being reached in the next 12 months.
Council officials are hopeful that the transformation of the
Castle will attract around 17,000 visitors a year and will enable local
schools to benefit by learning about natural history. Mr Chris Hughes,
the council's community services manager for the council, commented: "The main focus of the revamp is about increasing access and
increasing the numbers of people using the Castle. "It is also about
the educational opportunities for young people. The scheme will
provide much greater opportunities for local schools – particularly in
terms of natural history. People who are interested in natural history
and geology will automatically come to Clitheroe." A similar opinion
was shared by Mr Jeremy Grout-Smith, chairman of ‘Clitheroe the
Future’. He said: "This is fantastic news for the town and a great
example of partnership working with the town and borough councils.
"Together with the Rose Garden renewal and Labyrinth project,
which we are also assisting in funding, this scheme will make
Clitheroe Castle and its grounds the focus of the town and increase
tourism in the area."
The council is exploring options to appoint a project manager to oversee the appointment of architects and the tendering
process for construction. The proposals are expected to be discussed
at a Planning and Development Committee meeting before December 2006. It is hoped the project will be completed by 2008.
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Colin believes the
lack of any documentary evidence could be
due to the fact the
area was owned by
the powerful families
who controlled Sheffield - and to them
Bolsterstone was just
an outpost. Now plans
are being drawn up
for a full dig, to begin
probably in late May
or early June. "We
want to train up local
people to help the experts as volunteers,"
Wendy
explained.
"The dig if done completely could take 10
weeks, but we are
more likely to commission two. It could
be done in stages
though so as not to
disrupt the life of the
village. "But we need
more funding for this
to go ahead, so we
are looking at how to
obtain further grants.
We just hope the
whole story will capture people's imagination," Wendy added.

SECRETS of a lost South Yorkshire castle are set to be uncovered this summer thanks to a project launched by a village
community group.
Clues that Bolsterstone, to the north of Sheffield, once had a castle
can be found all over the village. The local pub is, after all, called The
Castle while several nearby houses have related names such as Castle
View. Reference books, meanwhile, have logged the remains of a
gatehouse and sixteenth century stone cottages which may have been
built from remnants of an earlier structure.

The dig began on
Monday June 5 and
was carried out by a mixture of students and lecturers from the
University of Sheffield Archaeology Dept and local volunteers, under
the supervision of archaeology consultant Lloyd Powell. Lloyd described the dig as a success, stating: ”We are very pleased with our
findings so far. It conclusively proves the existence of a medieval
fortress and we have also found buildings which suggest there may
be a much larger, later complex than was originally thought”.
Over 70 people took part in the dig during the two weeks,
including a group of school children from Deepcar St John’s media
class who are making a DVD about the project.

But the exact location, size and age of Bolsterstone Castle
seemed destined to remain a mystery. Now, with the help of a
£20,000 Lottery grant, members of the Bolsterstone Community
Group are beginning to unearth the truth. University of Sheffield
archaeologists were commissioned to carry out a preliminary weeklong survey of the most likely site in the heart of the village - and the
results are already promising. "The castle has been something of a
myth in the area because there was very little hard evidence for its
existence," explained university field officer Colin Merrony. "There are
buildings which are believed to have been built with stone taken from
the ruins, but little more than that. "Our survey has certainly found
something - if it isn't the castle, then we don't know what it is," Colin
said.
Project co-ordinator Wendy Goodchild, a member of the
community group, said the archaeologists seemed enthusiastic about
their findings. "They are certainly hopeful - they were walking round
with grins like the Cheshire Cat," she said. "We know Bolsterstone had
a manor house owned by a family called the Talbots, but its history
may be earlier, to times when it was a fortified structure. We didn't
expect to find anything beyond that," Wendy said. "There are stories
that the manor was linked to the Earl of Shrewsbury, who was the
jailer of Mary, Queen of Scots." But the university survey has found
much more. The soundings have identified an extensive buried stone
wall with a ditch around it in a triangular design - typical hallmarks of
a medieval castle. "The remains aren't very deep but they do stretch
80 metres across, so a full dig would be a big undertaking," Colin said.
"We don't think the castle collapsed - it seems more likely it was
dismantled when it fell out of use and the stone was then used
elsewhere. We are now left with the foundations. "The castle may be
15th century but it could have earlier origins, perhaps the late Norman
era of the 12th century."

NMR Number: SK 29 NE 1

Image courtesy of and © NMR Swindon

Two cottages, now one dwelling. Built in the 16th or early 17th
century and altered and extended in the 19th century. The stone
building is two storeyed, with the older fabric to the southern end.
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Upnor Castle - built in 1559 as an Elizabethan gun fort.

Temple Manor . Its origins can be traced back to the 13th century.

Kent and the Medway.

The Templars had assembled a range of buildings in Strood
by 1185, which included a timber hall, barns, kitchens and stables.
The stone building, which has survived to the present day, was added
around 1240. The Manor is set on the opposite side of the River
Medway to Rochester Castle. The building is of simple design and
consists of two levels, an undercroft supporting a large undivided hall
approached by an external staircase, and in which visitors would
await audience with the Templars. The undercroft still has its original
vaulted ceiling. Most of the outer walls are also original, retaining
many of their early features. The brick extensions, undercroft and
main hall are open for view, the extensions showing clearly how the
house was added to and developed over the centuries.

A deal is set to plough £850,000 into three Medway landmarks by 2011.
Medway Council and English Heritage have formed an agreement on
the management of two castles and a thirteenth century house for
the next five years. The council already runs Rochester Castle, Upnor
Castle and Temple Manor in Strood for the conservation charity.
English Heritage regional director Dr Andrew Brown said: "It means
the future of these three national treasures remains in the hands of
local people." The agreement was signed in January.
The Norman architecture of Rochester Castle is known for its keep
which measures 113 ft high, 70 ft square and has walls that are 12
ft thick in places. It has been under siege three times subjected to
siege and was partly undermined in 1215.
Upnor Castle was originally built in 1559 as a gun fort on the orders
of Queen Elizabeth I to defend her warships at anchor in the reaches
of the Medway and Chatham Dockyard. It was recently given
floodlights as part of the Maritime Heritage Trail project which aims
to protect attractions on the French coast and from Gravesend to
Brighton in the UK.

It is open only on Sundays only but viewing can
be arranged on other days; please call 01634 338110 for further
details. Managed by Medway Council.

Gatehouse
‘Gatehouse’ is the comprehensive on-line gazetteer and Bibliography of
the medieval fortifications and castles of England and Wales
CSG member Philip Davis’ website has seen a number of enhancements over
the last year making it more user friendly, comprehensive, and a portal of
first call for research and finding resources into the medieval fortifications
of England and Wales.
The site has been redesigned using CSS for improved looks and to
ease maintenance of the site. The details page for the individual sites has
been redesigned to be less "blocky", and, hopefully, easier to read.
The addition of ‘Palaces’ to the database has expanded the
English database to well over 4320 sites with Wales having somewhat under
at 1020 sites listed. Two dozen or so sites in the Isle of Man and the Channel
Isles are also now listed. The major part of Philip’s work continues to be the
expansion of the bibliographical references for sites; they now include books,
Journals, excavation reports and Papers. There are quite a few web sites
with collections of castle photographs but there are very few with proper
bibliographical references.
He has added the Google site search facility to the site (at the
top of the listings page). This makes it possible to search the database, which
has been a requested feature, and removes the need to know in which county
a particular site is located.

The great keep of Rochester Castle towers over the River Medway and by its side, an
inseparable twin, the magnificent cathedral shares and dominates the skyline. Rochester
Castle is known as one of the best preserved and finest examples of Norman architecture
in England.

Temple Manor
Much of Strood was a royal manor until Henry II gave it to the Knights
Templar around 1159. This was an order of monastic soldiers that
had been established to protect Christian pilgrims journeying to the
Holy Land. The order became extremely wealthy and, after the Pope
made it independent of the authority of his bishops in 1128, extremely powerful too. Its fall in 1307-8 was correspondingly spectacular
and violent, as the order was suppressed throughout Europe and its
leaders imprisoned and executed.

A provisional list of Licences to Crenellate is now included and
available for download. A short essay on minor Norman earthwork and timber
castles has been added under the Help section. A section with colour coded
distribution maps derived from the databases has been added; this is, as yet,
in it's early stages and Philip intends to add many more distribution maps in
the future. Research work is continuing on the the various forms of castle
mounds and this may result in something. If you have suggestions for what
you would like see added to the site please contact Philip.
The tab delimited ASCII files of the databases from which these
listing are derived are available in the file sharing part of the web site (Use
the Downloads link). Members are free to download this listing to use for
their own studies. Remember that the site and the database are being
continually being updated so please update your own files as often as you
want. The databases were last updated on 25 April 2006.
Explore the site at:
http://homepage.mac.com/philipdavis/home.html
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Mount Orgeuil (Gorey) Castle opens after six-year wait .

Week ending 20 January

Gorey Castle has been reopened to the public after the completion of a £4.6m restoration project.

As the ends of the project approaches work on flooring the Great
Chamber and the Guard Tower is carrying on and the internal walls
of the newly restored Mount Gate are being plastered. At the other
end of the Long Passage the new wall on spiral staircase leading up
to the roof has been built and the window is ready to take the
lead-work and glazing. Electrical work and lime-washing of walls is
still ongoing and the scaffolding tower is gradually coming down. The
stairs leading up to the Paul Ivy Bulwark (aka Sir John Peyton’s
Bulwark) are being set into the passage.

The Lieutenant Governor Air Chief Marshal Sir John Cheshire presided
over the opening ceremonies at the castle on Sunday afternoon, April
2nd. It has taken more than six years to restore the 13th century
building. Building parts and large art exhibits had to be airlifted in by
helicopter. The restoration work has included a new roof for the castle's
Tudor Hall. Architect John Williams said it was one of the most
rewarding projects he has worked on. "The thing I have learnt about
the most is how difficult it must have been in the days when there were
no helicopters, no cranes. "It was all done by hand. We have had a lot
of help from the RAF." The re-opening was the highlight of a threeweek festival organised by Jersey Tourism featuring open gardens and
special walks.
A weekly diary up to opening day.
Week ending 24 February
While the big news this week has been the lifting of some of the larger
art exhibits into the castle by a helicopter, on a more basic level, a
sixteenth or seventeenth century cess-pit has been uncovered just
adjacent to the Guardien’s cottage. This led out beneath the wall to the
east of the John Helie tower. The work has been recorded by Trust
archaeologists and a member of the Société archeology section.
Elsewhere in the castle, the oak floors have been laid in the Great
Chamber and the top two rooms in the Guard Tower and above the
Mount Gate while in the Tudor Undercroft and the ground floor of the
Guard Tower earth floors have been laid. The Long Passage paving has
been re-laid and the safety rails in the spiral staircase towers are being
painted.
Week ending 3 February
Work at the castle is carrying on at a pace. Lead waterpipes and
drainage systems are being made on site as are new wooden doors.
Progress on the flooring of the Great Chamber has been halted while
we are waiting for the fireproofing to arrive (which should be this week
according to the suppliers). The limestone flooring in the Long Passage
is being re-laid. The scaffolding which has been such a feature of the
Gorey skyline for almost 6 years is now virtually down to ground level
and the large site hut on the Grand Battery has been dismantled and
removed.

Week ending 13 January
Work in the castle has started again after the Christmas break. The
new areas in the Guard Tower and the Great Chamber are being
floored out using oak. The roof of the Long Passage has been virtually
completed and a small wall on the spiral staircase (to replace the
wooden fence) will complete the job. Obviously, work inside the
building on the electrics and painting is carrying on while the big news
outside is that the scaffolding tower which has been such a feature of
the Gorey landscape is gradually being dismantled.
Jersey Heritage Trust

Podcast
In April 2006, the Jersey Heritage Trust started its audio guide
scheme which includes a podcast about Mont Orgueil. This audio tour
takes you through the newly reopened medieval castle of Mont
Orgueil (or Gorey Castle) from the Outer Ward to the roof. It will take
approximately an hour to walk round just using the guide, but you
will probably want to allow more time to enjoy all the exhibits. You
can subscribe to the English Mont Orgueil podcast with this link:
www.jerseyheritagetrust.org/podcasts/mo/english/moenglish.xml
Subscribe via iTunes
If you do not have iTunes then you need to download it.
For this, you need Windows 2000 or XP or Mac OS X version 10.2.8.
What is a podcast ?
A podcast is like a radio broadcast that has been made available on
the Internet for downloading to a personal audio player. You can
use an iPod, iRiver, Creative Zen or any other mp3 player.
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Ballybunion Castle - Major State funding
is required to restore one of Kerry’s bestknown picture postcard castles.
The Eire government announced recently that
some of the €148,000 ear-marked for heritage
projects in Kerry will be used to stabilise what
remains of Ballybunion Castle. But, Kerry
County Council estimates restoration costs
could amount to €500,000.
Overlooking the Shannon estuary,
Ballybunion Castle, which was severely
damaged by lightening during Christmas
1999, is the most recognisable landmark in the
north Kerry seaside resort. The castle also
forms the logo of the internationally-famous
Ballybunion golf club. Less than a quarter of
the original structure is left standing and, just
to retain the castle in its current structural
format, it would need major investment, according to the council.
But, Ballybunion-based Sinn Féin
Councillor Robert Beasley said successive ministers have ignored the castle and local people
were very disappointed with work that had
been done so far. “What’s left of the castle is
like something out of Star Trek. The Government must come up with substantial funding
for restoration, but there’s a definite lack of
interest in it at government level,” he said.

Gylen Castle

and its vaulted cellar. Its spectacular position
perched high on a clifftop commands magnificent views of the Firth of Lorne and surrounding islands.
Clan Chief Morag MacDougall of
MacDougall officially opened the castle on
Friday. She said: "We are delighted the castle
is now open to the public after years of
conservation work. We are grateful to our
conservation and contracting team who have
worked in all the vagaries of Highland weather in a very exposed position."
The public will be able to access it
from Sunday May 14th. John Raven, inspector
of ancient monuments with Historic Scotland,
said "Gylen Castle is an extremely fine example of a late medieval tower house. The castle
benefits from a dramatic setting which has
made it an important landmark for sailors and
land-based travellers alike."
Gylen Castle has no entrance fee and is open
all year round.

A £25m lottery bid to save a clan chief's
historic castle on the Isle of Skye has
been turned down.
The MacLeod family, which also owns the
Cuillin mountains, planned to use the money
to restore the dilapidated Dunvegan Castle.
Six years ago clan chief John MacLeod
caused consternation after threatening to sell
the Cuillin mountains for £10m to help pay
for the repairs. John Lambert of MacLeod
Estates said 85 jobs were now at risk. “It
will, without question, send a shudder
through the local economy”
Mr Lambert said the castle would be likely to
close as a result. He told BBC Scotland: "If
that happens, then obviously jobs will go
with it and the castle is the main thrust for
tourists to travel up to Skye. "It will, without
question, send a shudder through the local
economy."
It was understood that if the bid was successful, Mr MacLeod, 60, would have given
up ownership of both Dunvegan Castle and
the mountains although he would have still
had residence rights.

A castle destroyed in the 17th century is
to open to the public from Sunday May
12th after 10 years of restoration work.
Gylen Castle on the island of Kerrera, near
Oban, was home to the Clan MacDougall, who
made an appeal to members worldwide to
raise £500,000.
It was built in 1582 and 65 years later came
under siege, its occupants were massacred
and it was set on fire. It was restored with a
£300,000 Historic Scotland grant and
£200,000 from clan members around the
world.
We are grateful to our conservation
and contracting team who have worked in all
the vagaries of Highland weather in a very
exposed position stated Clan Chief Morag MacDougall of MacDougall.
The Historic Scotland grant enabled
a specialist architectural team to restore elements of the castle, including its oriel window

Old Scottish Scenes - Dunvegan Castle.
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Old Place (Llantwit Major Castle),
withdrawn from auction.
Llantwit Major Castle, also known as the Old
Place or Llantwit Place, was built in 1596 by
Griffith Williams of Candleston for his sonin-law Edmund Vann, but has been unoccupied since the seventeenth century. It is a
Grade II listed building and urgent repair
work is needed on it. It is also a scheduled
ancient monument. The Vale of Glamorgan
Council purchased it 11 years ago for £1. It
was due to go for auction on Monday 3rd
April 2006 6.00 p.m. at The Vale of Glamorgan Hotel, with a value est £5k - £15k.
However The auction of this derelict Elizabethan castle in was been called off at the
eleventh hour.
Potential buyers from over Europe were interested, but the sale was
halted after Cadw - responsible for listed
buildings - asked for more talks on its
future. It is thought it was abandoned as a
house in the early 18th Century, and later
fell into ruin.
Rob Renee of website Llantwitmajor.net said the site had received 6,000
hits in two weeks alone. Llantwit Major
councillor John Redmond said he was glad
the sale had been postponed.
He explained: "Selling it is one
thing, but selling it to a genuine person who
will restore it is another. "Whoever does
acquire it is a very brave person. From the
day they acquire it, they will have to pay
between £2,000 to £3,000 to insure it”.
"I feared it would get sold to someone with
a lot of money who was not interested in
the conservation of the place, and I think
perhaps that was the reason for Cadw stepping in."
Mr Redmond said the castle was
in poor condition and had proved to be
something of a "magnet" for children. He
said: "It's in a shaky condition, everyone
know that. It certainly needs making safe."

Vale of Glamorgan Council leader
Jeffrey James expressed his disappointment
the castle had been withdrawn from auction.
He said the council would be discussing options
with Cadw before proceeding further.

a house in the early 18th Century and fell
into ruins; the interior had been fully dismantled by 1874.

A Welsh assembly government
spokeswoman said: "As a scheduled ancient
monument the castle is protected by law and
its owner would need to consult with Cadw
before selling the building. "In this case the
council did not contact Cadw until March.

Roofless and overgrown ruin of former half
H-shaped house; former south-east forecourt enclosed by high walls of stone (listed
separately). Built of coarsed white limestone with neatly squared corners.

Situation:

As reproduced from listing “early 17th Century and contemporary with the extension
of the house, built by Edmund Van. Designed to keep strangers away, giving security and privacy to this major house. A
common feature of this house type, for
instance St Fagans Castle. The gateway was
formed in the 19th Century and may have
been broken in to take advantage of the
courtyard as a garden, the house already
being a ruin; it is known to have been
dismantled before 1834”.

The site is situated off Castle Street, approximately 300 metres north of the Church of St
Illtud, in the Coastal Town of Llantwit Major in
the Vale of Glamorgan.
Description:
The lot comprises the ruins of a former singlepile house shown on the OS map as “mansion”
and being known as Old Place (or Llantwit
Major Castle). The site extends to 0.43 acres
approximately as edged red on the plan.

Exterior

History (Forecourt Wall of Old Place)

Exterior

Listing:
Old Place (or Llantwit Major Castle) and the
forecourt wall of Old Place are Grade II Listed
under Record Numbers 13286 and 83389. Old
Place is included as the ruined survival of a
major late 16th Century House. It is also
scheduled as an ancient monument, number
137, GLA. The forecourt wall of Old Place is
included as an adjunct of a major late 16th
Century House. A copy of the Listings are
available for inspection at the Auctioneers’
Cowbridge Office. For further details, please
contact The Vale of Glamorgan Council.
History – Old Place (or Llantwit Major Castle)
As reproduced from the Listing “shown on OS
Map as “mansion”. Built in 1596 by Griffith
Williams of Candleston for his Son-in-Law,
Edmund Van. Apparently a single-pile house
originally and given the forward wings, rear
stair – tower and forecourt walls in the early
17th Century soon after 1600. It remained with
the same family until 1694, was abandoned as
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As reproduced from listing “Tall limestone
wall of roughly coarsed random blocks
about 3.7m - - 4m in height. Batttered at
the base and with neatly built corners. The
wall can be easily seen along the street
(east side) and along the north side where
it is more broken. The centre of the street
front has a narrow arched doorway with
elliptical head with concrete lintel and recessed entrance with an iron gate; this has
only ever been a foot entrance and appears
to be a 19th Century alteration. The south
side is also mostly there but much covered
in ivy”.
Ancient Monument
Old Place (or Llantwit Major Castle) is afforded statutory protection by virtue of its
inclusion in the Schedule of Monuments of
Natural Importance and Ancient .
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Diary Dates:

THE IMPACT OF THE EDWARDIAN CASTLES IN WALES

The 2007 Annual CSG Conference: CASTLES OF LOTHIAN

7-9 SEPTEMBER 2007, UNIVERSITY OF WALES, BANGOR

12-15 April 2007, Pollock Halls of Residence, Edinburgh

Hosts: University of Wales, Bangor, Cadw and the Castle Studies Group

Accommodation and coach hire have been booked (50 residential places and coach
seats), and HS has kindly agreed free group access to its properties. Access to
some privately-owned sites (e.g. Borthwick) is still to be arranged. Guide-speakers
for site visits and lecturers have already been agreed and, on behalf of CSG, I am
grateful to them all for being so positively supportive. Further approaches are
still to be made to potential contributors to the Saturday evening programme. On
the basis of figures currently to hand, provisional estimated all-in costs for residential delegates is in the region of £250-270. The availability, arrangements and
costs for non-residential places and own transport arrangements are still to be
worked out. Final details and application forms will be issued with the next CSG
Journal in December.

This is a preliminary announcement detailing the above named conference
in 2007. The 700th anniversary of Edward I’s death will be a good opportunity
to review recent research into his ring of great castles and towns around the
coast of north Wales. The conference will not only look at the political
context for the building of the castles, their design and use, but also the
impact they had on the Welsh people and their landscape. Their visual and
poetic legacy will be explored and their legacy as places of power and
ceremony will be celebrated.
Confirmed speakers:

PROVISIONAL DRAFT PROGRAMME:

Michael Prestwich, Huw Pryce, Nicola Coldstream, Rick Turner, Peter Brears,
Pamela Marshall, Marc Morris, Jeremy Ashbee, Abigail Wheatley, Keith Lilley,
John Goodall, Dylan Foster-Evans and Richard Avent.

Thursday 12 April:Afternoon

Excursions will include:

Registration/welcome; afternoon visit to offices of RCAHMS being considered.

Dolbadarn, Beaumaris, Caernarfon and Conwy Castles.

Evening: Lecture: Chris Tabraham – Medieval Lothian: lordship, architecture,
towns and trade.

Accommodation: Conference facilities, University of Wales, Bangor. Full
details will be included with the December CSG Journal.

Friday 13 April: Whole-day excursion.
East Lothian: Dunbar Castle, Tantallon Castle, Dirleton Castle, Hailes Castle
[Traprain Law], Preston Tower.
Evening: Lecture: David Caldwell - South-east Scotland: invasion and warfare.
Saturday 14 April: Whole-day excursion
Midlothian: Borthwick Castle, Crichton Castle, Roslin Castle and Chapel,
Craigmillar Castle.
Evening: Short presentations on current/recent excavations and surveys in the
region followed by AGM.
Sunday 15 April: Morning excursion and end of conference
Edinburgh: Edinburgh Castle (return c.1300 hrs via railway and coach (including
airport link) stations).

Richard Wilson - Llyn Peris and Dolbadarn Castle (Circa 1762-1764).

The CSG Autumn One-Day Conference: Saturday September 30th

CSG Research & Conference Grants.

Chairman: Dr. Derek Renn.
9.15 a.m. - Coffee and tea will be served in the Council Room.

Small Projects Fund:

9.45 a.m -10.30 a.m. Jeremy Ashbee - English Heritage - Goodrich and the late thirteenth
century castle.

At the 2004 AGM a proposal was carried to support limited funding each year
for castle-related research and excavation undertaken by CSG members.
Members are invited to send in proposals, which will be reviewed by the
Funding Committee, consisting of Pamela Marshall, Richard Eales and Peter
Purton. Grants totaling £500 will be available each year. Applications will be
considered on their merits and any funding will be granted on a one-off basis.
Application should be made by letter to the Secretary and should arrive no
later than October 31st for projects in the following year. Decisions will be
agreed by January 31st of each year. Successful applicants will be expected
to submit a report on completion of the work, which may be published in the
CSG Bulletin.

10.30 a m - 11.00 a.m. Richard Turner - Cadw - Llangibby Castle, Cas Troggy and Castell
Coch: Three Marcher Lord's Lodges in early 14th century south Wales.
11.00 a.m – 11.30 a.m. Coffee
11.30 a.m. – 12.00 noon Prof. Andor Gomme - Markenfield Hall re-examined.
12.00 noon – 12. 30 p.m. Dr Steven Brindle - English Heritage - 'Edward III and the Upper Ward
at Winsdor - Plan, Function and Representation' .
12.30 p.m. – 1. 30 p.m.

LUNCH

Student Conference Support:

1.30 p.m. - 2. 00 p.m.
Anthony Emery Dartington Hall revisited - A re-assessment 50 years on.
2. 00 p.m. - 2.30 p.m. Dr. Philip Dixon - Some Aspects of 15th century castles and houses.
2.30 p.m. - 3.00 p.m. Dr Chris Woolgar - University of Southampton - Furnishings, the great
household and its residences in late medieval England' .
3.00 p.m. - 3. 20 p.m.

Tea.

3.20 p.m. - 3. 50 p.m. Professor Matthew Johnson - University of Southampton. 'Castles
and the End of Feudalism.'
3.50 p.m. - 4.20 p.m. Dr John Goodall - English Heritage - Aspects of late 15th and early
16th century castles and houses.
4.20 p.m. - 4.40 p.m. Discussion & Concluding Comments.

Undergraduate and postgraduate students who are writing a dissertation or
thesis on a castle-related subject may apply to attend the Annual Conference
at half cost. The Conference normally takes place in the Spring during
University vacation. Application, outlining the theme of the dissertation,
should be made by letter to the Secretary and should arrive no later than
October 31st 2006 for 2007 conference. The successful applicant will be
expected to submit a short report and they will be encouraged to join the
Group. University tutors are asked to draw this scheme to the attention of
their students.
For further information see the CSG web page at:
www.castlestudiesgroup.org.uk/page4.html. Email
secretary@castlestudiesgroup.org.uk

the

Secretary

at:

Please note that 80 bookings have already been made, but there are still a few places available. A booking form is enclosed with the Newsletter. Please return the booking form by the
end of August to Neil Guy, CSG Editor, at the address below.

All correspondence should be addressed to:
The Editor, Castle Studies Group, 10 Eider
Close, Daventry, Northants NN11 0XR. or
editor@castlestudiesgroup.org.uk

The opinions expressed in this Newsletter do not necessarily reflect the policy of
the publishers, the Castle Studies Group. Every effort is made to ensure that the
information given is accurate, but no legal responsibility is accepted for any errors
or omissions.
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All submissions for the December 2006/7
Journal should be sent to the Editor - Neil
Guy - by October 15th 2006 at the latest.

